
Notes for upcoming Guild wood-fire with Tim Sherman 

1. Firing in the big anagama kiln. 

a. The front stack of the kiln will get a lot of ash as it’s right on the back 

edge of the fire box and the ash is, generally, stirred a lot during the 

early stages of the firing. 

b. The middle third of the kiln gets less ash, but still gets some. 

c. The back third of the kiln is in the soda section. If you are looking for 

carbon trapping recommend to look to have you pieces loaded in t 

hat section (there is a cart, in the studio, for pieces you want loaded 

in the soda section). 

d. It’s good to have a variety of shapes and sizes of pieces. Remember – 

“Tall and Thin always gets in”. 

2. Firing will run from Friday morning thru Sunday late afternoon, early 

evening. Firing schedule (use as a general guide as it can vary) – 

a. Thursday 

i. Camp fires over night to help dry sand floor, bricks and large wads 

b. Friday 

i. Right primary air open and lit, 5 a.m. 

ii. All primary air openings on fire by noon, one at a time 

iii. Gradually more aggressive stoking through the afternoon 

iv. Stirring and shaking by 7pm, continue over night 

c. Saturday 

i. Make transition from primary stoking to main stoke holes 7-9 am, 

cone 010, 1679F 

ii. Heavy reduction for 1 hour. No air, passives open, smoke 

iii. Gain as much temp as possible during the day into the evening 

iv. Set a temp goal to maintain overnight, around 2150F 

d. Sunday 

i. 9 a.m. begin final climb, maintain for the rest of firing 

ii. 2 p.m. cone 12 in front, cone 11 middle cone 10 back 

iii. Develop stoking pattern to push heat back, but maintain temp in 

front 

iv. 4 p.m. begin soda stoking. Cone 10 in middle of kiln 



v. 6 p.m. finish soda and begin cleaning stokes 

vi. 7 p.m. FINISH and kiln shut down 

3. Glazing can be done the first week in June. Here are some pointers on 

glazing –  

a. Review the glazes available and decide, ahead of time, what glazes 

you want on which pieces. Whether you want to dip or spray the 

glaze. Recommend writing, in pencil, on the bottom of your pots the 

glaze and method for each pot. 

b. Recommend not layering the glazes too much – no more than two 

glaze layers. 

c. If you plan to use your own glaze, please coordinate with Tim 

BEFORE glazing. You can email him at shermanceramics@yahoo.com 

to confirm glazes. 

d. If you plan to use one of the slips available, remember to apply the 

slip first then apply glaze. 

e. If you plan to spray, recommend you bring your own spray gun. Tim 

does have one available if you don’t have one. 

f. Bring a towel, sponge(s), wax resist and brush, Post-it (for providing 

directions, information on placing your pieces during loading), pencil. 

g. Waxing the bottoms of your pieces can be problematic when 

wadding. Always use Elmer’s Glue to attach wads. Tim has plenty of 

glue available. 

4. Wadding pieces and placing on shelves for loading. 

a. Wadding material is available in the studio. 

b. It is recommended you place an odd number of wads on the 

bottoms of your pieces for stability. 

c. If you are firing lidded pieces, use coils around the rim (again, at 

least three) to separate lid from bottom. Also make sure you apply 

wax resist to the rim and lid gallery. 

d. If you want a side your piece to face a certain way, in the kiln, place a 

sticky note in/on the piece indicating which side should face the fire. 

e. If you have bowls and they are the same size, recommend clam-

shelling them to keep the insides clean and relatively ash free. 
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f. Plates should be stacked whenever possible unless you are using 

glaze on the inside of the plate. 

5. Glazes available (the VC-AA white is discontinued, the Teadust Temoku 

will be discontinued when bucket is finished)–  


